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The thesis established the oil spill and the floater trajectory prediction model in 
Taiwan strait and the adjacent area, predicting and simulating the trajectories of the 
floaters, which are vessels in distress, the person falling into water, the oil spill and so 
on, to provide the necessary information for the rescue and prevention those 
contingency measures. 
Firstly, the thesis adopted the Lagrange tracking method to set up the prediction 
model of floater’s track which is based on a 3D current forecast system of Taiwan Strait. 
However, wind factor K and turbulent coefficient Ka are essentially empirical in the 
model, which are necessary to be adjusted through comparing drifter track data in situ 
with the modeling result. The research results indicate that simulation matches well 
with the track of spot with K=0.01. With the same K, Multi-particle method is used to 
assess influence of horizontal turbulence. It is suggested that Ka=250 can result a 
required Guarantee rate of 70%, by which the in situ floater can be in the area with 95% 
confidence. Secondly, the thesis adopted oil particle model which was applied 
extensively to simulate the oil spill in the estuary of the Pearl River based on the 
numerical value of tidal water flow; this technique starts with physical phenomenon 
directly, which treats oil as a great deal of little oil drops when simulating the 
transportation and the diffusion of oil spill in water, so it can recur many diffusive 
characters truly. In this technique, the conversion of oil slick can be obtained by 
tracking the trace of the particles, while the diffusive process which possesses 
randomicity could be simulated by random walk technique, all particles’ movement 
reflects the random diffusive movement of oil slick in macroscopic view, the 
evaporation, and emulsification can be externalized by mass loss of particles. The 
distribution of the concentration of the oil slick is calculated by the number and mass of 
the particles in the very area. The model of behavior and fate of spilled oil is formulated 
on the basis of hydrodynamics. Finally, it’s used to predict the track with the force of 















Meanwhile, two most important weathering processes evaporation and emulsification is 
taken into consideration, the variation of the density and the viscosity of the oil is 
calculated. 
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约 255 公里；南界福建的东山岛到台湾最南端的鹅銮鼻，最宽处约 260 公里，最
窄处约 130 公里，平均宽约 200 公里。海峡大部分水深小于 60 米，东南部水深 140











（1）影响海气交换，破坏 CO2 的平衡。由于石油污染，海洋固有的 CO2 的





























表 1.1 台湾海峡及附近溢油事故 
Tab. 1.1 The oil spill accident in the Taiwan Strait and nearby 
时间 船名 事故地点 溢油量 
1995/5/2 “ A L E K S A N D R M A R I N E S K O ” 厦门东南海域 17 吨 





珠江口 450 吨 






































































图 1.1 海上溢油的行为与归宿 
Fig. 1.1 The behavior and fate of the oil spill in the ocean 
 
 
图 1.2 溢油各种行为过程的发生、地位及时间跨度 
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